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Differential equations driven by Π-rough paths1
Lajos Gergely Gyurko´2
Abstract
This paper revisits the concept of rough paths of inhomogeneous degree of smoothness (ge-
ometric Π-rough paths in our terminology) sketched by Lyons [7]. Although geometric Π-rough
paths can be treated as p-rough paths for a sufficiently large p and the theory of integration of
Lipγ one-forms (γ > p − 1) along geometric p-rough paths (ref. [7], [8]) applies, we prove the
existence of integrals of one forms under weaker conditions. Moreover, we consider differential
equations driven by geometric Π-rough paths and give sufficient conditions for existence and
uniqueness of solution.
Introduction
The theory of rough paths due to Lyons [7, 8] enables the definition of a wide class of stochastic dif-
ferential equations in the path-wise sense. In particular, the rough paths representation of Brownian
motion (enhanced or lifted Brownian motion) was considered in [8], and has been extensively studied
by Friz & Victoir [2, 4] and many others. Coutin and Qian [1] proved the existence of a geometric
rough path associated with the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter greater than 1/4.
A different approximation of the enhanced fractional Brownian motion was studied by Millet and
Sanz-Sole´ [10]. The rough path representation of an even larger class of Gaussian processes has
been explored by Friz and Victoir [3, 4] and others. In all these works, the roughness degree of the
driving noise is described by a single real number p, and hence it is assumed to be homogeneous in
all directions.
In section 1, we revisit the definition of geometric rough paths of inhomogeneous degree of
smoothness (geometric Π-rough paths in our terminology) sketched by Lyons [7]. Our sharpened
extension theorem of Π-rough paths specifies which terms of the signature of a rough path of in-
homogeneous degree of smoothness determine the whole signature. In particular, the extension
theorem determines what terms are to be specified in order to lift stochastic processes with mixed
components such as Brownian and fractional Brownian components to Π-rough paths.
We note that geometric Π-rough paths can be treated as p-rough paths for a sufficiently large
p, and the theory of integration of Lipγ one-forms (γ > p − 1) along geometric p-rough paths (ref.
[7, 8]) could be applied. In section 2, we show that the Lipγ condition on the one-form can be
weakened if we exploit the fact that the underlying Π-rough path has components with roughness
parameter smaller than p. In particular, we introduce the definition of LipΓ,Π one-forms. Moreover,
as the main result of the paper, we define and prove the existence of integrals of LipΓ,Π one-forms
along Π-rough paths (Theorem 2.3).
In section 3, as a particular application of the main result, we consider differential equations of
the form
dYt = f(Xt, Yt)dXt, Y0 = ξ ∈ W (1)
where X is a geometric Π-rough paths defined on some Banach space V , f : V ⊕W → L(V,W ) and
W is some Banach space. This equation can be rewritten as follows.
dY˜t = f˜(Y˜t)dXt, Y˜0 = (X0, ξ) ∈ V ⊕W, (2)
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where f˜ : V ⊕W → L(V, V ⊕W ) defined by
f˜(v, w)(u) = (u, f(v, w)(u)).
From Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem (ref. [7, 8, 9]), we know that solution to (2) exists and is
unique if f is Lipγ with γ > p. We adapt the proof of [9], and show the existence and uniqueness
of solution for our case under sufficient conditions that are weaker than that is required by Lyons’
Universal Limit Theorem in the homogeneous case.
We note that the Π-rough paths form a more general class than the class of (p, q)-rough paths
as defined in [6]; in the case of Π-rough paths, apart from assuming the parameters that specify the
roughness in the various directions to be at least 1, we do not make any further restrictions on them.
Moreover, throughout the paper, we assume the spatial structure of the inhomogeneity to be
static. However, in general applications, the directions of the inhomogeneity of the driving noise
and hence that of the solution may change in time and/or in space. Such applications fall beyond
the scope of the paper, although our results might be relevant for them.
1 Π-rough paths
Throughout in this section, k denotes a fixed positive integer and Π = (p1, . . . , pk) is a real k-tuple,
such that pi ≥ 1 is a real number for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Furthermore, let a Banach space V of the
form V = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V k be given for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k.
Definition 1.1. We say that R = (r1, . . . , rl) is a k-multi-index if 1 ≤ rj ≤ k is an integer for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. The empty multi-index is denoted by ǫ and the set of all k-multi-indexes of finite
length is denoted by Ak.
Given the multi-index R = (r1, . . . , rl), we define the k-multi-index R− by
R− = (r1, r2, . . . , rl−1, rl)− = (r1, r2, . . . , rl−1).
The concatenation of the multi-indices R = (r1, . . . , rl) and Q = (q1, . . . , qm) is denoted by
R ∗Q = (r1, . . . , rl) ∗ (q1, . . . , qm) = (r1, . . . , rl, q1, . . . , qm).
Definition 1.2. For the k-multi-index R = (r1, . . . , rl) we denote the length by ‖R‖ = l. Further-
more, we define the function nj for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} by
nj(R) := card{i|ri = j, ri ∈ R}.
We introduce the Π-degree of R as
degΠ(R) =
k∑
j=1
nj(R)
pj
.
Note that degΠ(ǫ) = 0. We also introduce the function ΓΠ : A
k → [0,∞) by
ΓΠ(R) =
(
n1(R)
p1
)
! · · ·
(
nk(R)
pk
)
!, for R ∈ Ak,
where (·)! denote the Γ-function.
Let s ≥ 0 be real. We introduce the set of k-multi-indices
AΠs :=
{
R = (r1, . . . , rl)
∣∣∣ l ≥ 1, degΠ(R) ≤ s} .
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Let SΠ denote the set
SΠ =
{
s = degΠ(R) | R ∈ A
k
}
.
Note that SΠ is unbounded from above and closed under addition. Also note that since for any
R ∈ Ak,
degΠ(R) >
‖R‖
max1≤i≤k pi
the set {R ∈ Ak|degΠ(R) ≤ s} is finite for all s ≥ 0. This implies, that the elements of S
Π can be
listed in ascending order. The mth element in the ordered SΠ will be denoted by sm.
Definition 1.3. The space of formal series of tensors of V is equivalently represented by
T (V ) =
∞⊕
n=0
V ⊗n =
⊕
(r1,...,rl)∈Ak
V r1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V rl ,
where V ⊗0 := R.
For a k-multi-index R = (r1, . . . , rl), we introduce the notation
V ⊗R = V r1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V rl , and
V (Π,s) =
∑
degΠ(R)=s
V ⊗R, for s ∈ SΠ.
In general, for a vector space U = A ⊕ B, πA and πB denote the canonical projection onto A and
B respectively, i.e. for u = a + b ∈ U , such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B, πAu = a and πBu = b. We
extensively use the projection πV onto the V component of T (V ).
Let πR := πV r1⊗···⊗V rl and πT (V i) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} denote the canonical projections
πR := πV r1⊗···⊗V rl : T (V )→ V
⊗R
πT (V i) : T (V )→ T (V
i).
Given an element v ∈ V and a multi-index R = (r1, . . . , rl), we introduce the element vR as
follows:
vR := (π(r1)v)⊗ · · · ⊗ (π(rl)v) ∈ V
⊗R.
The set BΠs defined by
BΠs :=
{
a ∈ T (V )| ∀R ∈ AΠs , πR(a) = 0
}
is an ideal in T (V ).
The truncated tensor algebra of order (Π, s) is defined as the quotient algebra
T (Π,s)(V ) := T (V )/BΠs .
We chose the tensor norms ‖ · ‖R for all R ∈ A
k to satisfy
‖a⊗ b‖R∗Q ≤ ‖a‖R‖b‖Q, ∀a ∈ V
⊗R, ∀b ∈ V ⊗Q.
We will drop the multi-index from the notation of the norm if it does not result in any ambiguity.
Definition 1.4 (Control function). Let T be a positive real and ∆T denote the set {(s, t) ∈ [0, T ]×
[0, T ]|s ≤ t}. A control function, or control, on [0, T ] is a uniformly continuous non-negative
function ω : ∆T → [0,+∞) which is super-additive, i.e.
ω(s, u) + ω(u, t) ≤ ω(s, t) ∀s, u, t ∈ [0, T ], s ≤ u ≤ t
and for which ω(t, t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
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Definition 1.5 (Finite Π-variation). Let ω be a control on [0, T ]. For a positive real q, the map
X : ∆T → T
(Π,q) is multiplicative if for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T , πεXs,t = 1 and for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ u ≤ T ,
Xs,u = Xs,t ⊗Xt,u.
Furthermore, X is said to have finite Π variation controlled by ω if there exists a positive β such
that
‖πR (Xs,t)‖ ≤
ω(s, t)degΠ(R)
βkΓΠ(R)
for all (s, t) ∈ ∆T and for all k-multi-index R ∈ A
Π
q .
The Extension theorem states that a ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) multiplicative functional of finite Π-
variation can be uniquely extended to a ∆T → T
(Π,q)(V ) multiplicative functional of finite Π-
variation for any positive q. This will allow us to define Π-rough paths as ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) multi-
plicative functionals satisfying certain properties (see Definition 1.6).
Theorem 1.1 (Extension theorem of multiplicative functionals of finite Π-variation). Let X : ∆T →
T (Π,1)(V ) be a multiplicative functional of finite Π-variation controlled by ω. Then for every k-multi-
index R ∈ Ak \ AΠ1 , there exists a unique continuous function X
R : ∆t → V
⊗R such that
(s, t) 7→ Xs,t =
∑
R∈Ak
XRs,t ∈ T (V )
is a multiplicative functional of finite Π-variation controlled by ω in the following sense:
∥∥XRs,t∥∥ ≤ ω(s, t)n1(R)p1 +···+
nk(R)
pk
βk
(
n1(R)
p1
)
! · · ·
(
nk(R)
pk
)
!
=
ω(s, t)degΠ(R)
βkΓΠ(R)
for all R ∈ Ak, where
β ≥
(
p21 · · · p
2
k
(
1 +
∞∑
r=3
(
2
r − 2
)sm∗+1))1/k
and sm∗ and sm∗+1 are the unique pair of adjacent elements of the ordered S
Π for which sm∗ ≤ 1 <
sm∗+1.
A proof of this theorem based on the proof of the extension theorem of p-rough paths (ref. [7])
is derived in [5].
Definition 1.6 (Π-rough paths). A Π-rough path in V is a continuous ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) multi-
plicative functional X with finite Π-variation controlled by some control ω.
The space of Π-rough paths is denoted by ΩΠ(V ).
Definition 1.7. Let C0,Π
(
∆T , T
(Π,1)(V )
)
denote the space of all continuous functions from the
simplex ∆T into the truncated tensor algebra T
(Π,1)(V ) with finite Π-variation. The Π-variation
metric dΠ−var on this linear space if defined as follows
dΠ−var(X,Y) := max
R∈AΠ1
sup
D∈P([0,T ])
(∑
D
∥∥πR (Xtl−1,tl − Ytl−1,tl)∥∥1/degΠ(R)
)degΠ(R)
The following subset of the space of Π-rough paths is crucial for our further analysis.
Definition 1.8 (Geometric Π-rough path). A geometric Π-rough path is a Π-rough path which can
be expressed as a limit of (1)-rough paths3 (or smooth rough paths) in the Π-variation distance. The
space of geometric Π-rough paths in V is denoted by GΩΠ(V ).
3Here (1) denotes the 1-tuple with the single element 1.
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Remark 1.1. In the special case, when k = 1 and Π = (p) for some p ≥ 1, we will use the simplified
notation: ”finite p-variation”, ”p-rough paths”, ”dp−var-distance” and ”geometric p-rough paths”.
A direct definitions for these terms can be found in [7] and [9]. Furthermore for a 1-multi index R
with length j, we will use the notation πj = πR, and we will write T
i(V ) for T (Π,i/p)(V ).
2 Integration with respect to Π-rough paths
Lyons [7] introduced integrals of Lipγ one-forms along p-rough paths for γ > p−1. In this section, we
introduce LipΓ,Π one-forms (Definition 2.2) and integrals of LipΓ,Π one-forms along Π rough paths
(Theorem 2.3).
First we define the s-symmetric maps for s ∈ SΠ.
Definition 2.1 (s-symmetric maps). Let i be a positive integer and x ∈ V ⊗i. Let x(i) denote the
i-symmetric part of x. Let q ∈ (0,∞], X ∈ T (Π,q)(V ) and s ∈ SΠ. Then the s-symmetric part of X
is defined as
X(s) :=
∑
degΠ(R)=s
πR
(∑
i∈N
πi(X)
(i)
)
.
A map f defined on T (Π,q)(V ) is s-symmetric, if for all X ∈ T (Π,q)(V )
f(X) = f
(
X(s)
)
.
Now, we can give the definition of LipΓ,Π one-forms.
Definition 2.2 (LipΓ,Π one-forms). Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) and Γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) be k-tuples with
positive components, and let F be a closed subset of V , W be a Banach space. The function α : F →
L(V,W ) is a (Π,Γ)-Lipschitz one-form on F if α(u) =
∑k
i=1 αi(u)◦πVi such that αi : F → L(V
i,W )
and for each i and sm < γi (where sm is the m
th element in the ordered set SΠ) there exist functions
αsmi : F → L
(
V (Π,sm), L(V i,W )
)
taking values in the space of sm-symmetric maps satisfying
αsmi (y)(v) =
∑
sm≤sn<γi
αsni (x)
v ⊗ ∑
degΠ(R)=sn−sm
(x− y)R
‖R‖!
+Rsmi (x, y)(v)
for all x, y ∈ F and v ∈ V ⊗(Π,sm), where Rsmi : F × F → L
(
V (Π,sm), L(V i,W )
)
with
‖Rsmi (x, y)‖ ≤M
k∑
j=1
‖πV j (x − y)‖
(γi−sm)pj . (3)
In addition to the above definition and for practical reasons we introduce the functions αsm :
F → L
(
V (Π,sm), L(V,W )
)
for sm < max1≤i≤k γi = γmax defined by
αsm(v)(u) =
∑
i,sm<γi
αsmi (v)(u) ◦ πV i , ∀v ∈ F, ∀u ∈ V
(Π,sm).
Note that αsm takes sm-symmetric linear maps as values. Furthermore we introduce the functions
Rsm : F × F → L
(
V ⊗(Π,sm), L(V,W )
)
defined by
Rsm(x, y)(u) =
∑
i,sm<γi
Rsmi (x, y)(u) ◦ πV i , ∀x, y ∈ F, ∀u ∈ V
(Π,sm). (4)
Remark 2.1. Note that for k = 1, Π = (p) and Γ = (γˆ) Definition 2.2 simplifies to the classical
definition of Lipγ functions (ref. [7]) for γ = γˆp, although the notation is slightly different.
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Remark 2.2. The above definition can be interpreted as a ”decomposition and partial reconstruc-
tion” of the classical Lipγ functions. In the classical definition f j (i.e. the jth term in the expansion)
is an F → L
(
V ⊗j , L(V,W )
)
-valued function, which can be decomposed as
f j(x) =
∑
‖R‖=j
f j,R(x) ◦ πV ⊗R
for x ∈ F , where f j,R(x) is a linear function in L(V ⊗R, L(V,W )). In the above definition these
f j,R functions are grouped and summed by the degree of R leaving out those that have degree
corresponding to multi-index with degree greater than a certain value (γi). Similar decomposition
and partial reconstruction is done with the remainder terms. Note that the condition (3) on the
remainder term are weaker compared to the homogeneous case (k = 1, Π = (pmax),Γ = (γˆ)).
Remark 2.3. In the special case when all the multi-indices R of degree less than γi are of the form
(j, . . . , j) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k (for example k = 2 and 1p1 +
1
p2
> γj for j = 1 or 2) the term
v ⊗
∑
degΠ(R)=sn−sm
(x− y)R
‖R‖!
for v ∈ V ⊗(Π,sm) is actually homogeneous, i.e. lies in (V j)⊗n where n = smpj. In this case the
condition (in the above definition) on αi is equivalent to the following. For each j = 1, . . . , k the
function
x 7→ αi((y
1, . . . , yj−1, x, yj+1, . . . , yk)), x ∈ V j
for fixed
(y1, . . . , yj−1, jj+1, . . . , jk) ∈ V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V j−1 ⊕ V j+1 ⊕ · · ·V k
is Lipγipj (in the classical sense) with Lipschitz norm uniform in (y1, . . . , yj−1, jj+1, . . . , jk).
In the case, when 1pj > γi, the Lip
γipj condition is equivalent to γipj-Ho¨lder continuity.
In Theorem 2.3, an integral approximation formula is introduced and we prove the existence of
a unique rough path associated with the integral approximating formula. This unique rough path is
referred to as the integral of a one-form along a Π-rough path. To prove the existence and uniqueness
of the rough path associated with the integral approximating formula we reformulate the problem
in terms of almost p-rough paths.
Definition 2.3 (Almost p-rough path). Let p ≥ 1 be a real number and ω a control. A function
Y : ∆T → T
(⌊p⌋)(V ) as an almost p-rough path if
(i) Y has finite p-variation controlled by ω, i.e.
‖πi (Ys,t)‖ ≤
ω(s, t)
i
p
β
(
i
p
)
!
∀i = 1, . . . , ⌊p⌋, ∀(s, t) ∈ ∆T
(ii) Y is almost multiplicative in the sense
‖πi (Ys,u ⊗ Yu,t − Ys,t)‖ ≤ ω(s, t)
θ ∀i = 1, . . . , ⌊p⌋, ∀s, u, t ∈ [0, T ], s ≤ u ≤ t
and for some θ > 1.
Almost rough paths have the crucial property that each one of them determines a rough path in
the sense of Theorem 2.1. This property is exploited when we derive the existence and uniqueness
of integrals along Π-rough paths.
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Theorem 2.1. Let p ≥ 1 be a real number and ω be a control. Let Y : ∆T → T
(⌊p⌋)(V ) be an
almost p-rough path with p-variation controlled by ω as in Definition 2.3. Then there exists a unique
p-rough path X : ∆T → T
(⌊p⌋)(V ) such that
sup
0≤s<t≤T
i=0,...,⌊p⌋
‖πi (Xs,t − Ys,t)‖
ω(s, t)θ
< +∞.
Moreover, there exists a constant K depending only on p,θ and ω(0, T ), such that the supremum is
smaller than K, and the p-variation of X is controlled by Kω.
The reader is referred to [7] and [8] for proof.
Although it is not required for the main result of this section, Theorem 2.1 can be extended for
general k > 1 and k-tuple Π as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Let the Banach space V be of the form V = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V k for some Banach spaces
V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) denote a k-tuple as in Definition 1.1 and let ω be a control. Let
the functional Y : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) be a θ-almost Π-rough path controlled by ω, i.e.
(i) it has a finite Π-variation controlled by ω:
∥∥XRs,t∥∥ ≤ ω(s, t)degΠ(R)βkΓΠ(R)
for all (s, t) ∈ ∆T and for all multi-index R ∈ A
Π
1 .
(ii) it is almost-multiplicative, i.e. there exists θ > 1 such that
‖πR (Xs,u ⊗Xu,t −Xs,t)‖ ≤ ω(s, t)
θ ∀s < u < t ∈ [0, T ], ∀R ∈ AΠ1 .
Then there exists a unique Π-rough path X : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) such that
sup
0≤s<t≤T
R∈AΠ1
‖πR (Xs,t − Ys,t)‖
ω(s, t)θ
< +∞. (5)
Moreover, there exists a constant K which depends only on Π, θ and ω(0, T ) such that the supremum
(5) is smaller than K and the Π-variation of X is controlled by Kω.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is sketched in [5] and based on the proof of Theorem 2.1 as derived in
[9].
Finally, we can state the main theorem of the section.
Theorem 2.3 (Integration of LipΓ,Π one-forms). Let V and W be Banach spaces, such that V =
V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V k for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) denote a k-tuple as in
Definition 1.1 with pmax = max1≤i≤k pi and let ω be a control. Let Z : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) be a
geometric Π-rough path controlled by ω. Let Γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) be a real k-tuple such that γi > 1−1/pi
for i = 1, . . . , k and γmax = max1≤i≤k γi . Finally let α : V → L(V,W ) be a Lip
Γ,Π function as in
Definition 2.2.
Then Y : ∆T → T
((pmax),1)(W ) defined for all (s, t) ∈ ∆T by
Y ns,t := πW⊗n (Ys,t) =∑
sm1+···+smn<γmax
αsm1 (πV (Z0,s))⊗ · · · ⊗ α
smn (πV (Z0,s))
∑
R1,...,Rn∈A
k
degΠ(Ri−)=si, i=1,...,n
σ∈OS(‖R1‖,...,‖Rn‖)
σ−1πR1∗···∗Rn (Zs,t)
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(6)
is an almost pmax-rough path,where OS(k1, . . . , kn) denotes the subset of the symmetric group SK
for K = k1 + · · ·+ kn, such that for all σ ∈ OS(k1, . . . , kn), we have
σ(1) < σ(2) < · · · < σ(k1), σ(k1 + 1) < · · · < σ(k1 + k2), . . . ,
σ(K − kn + 1) < · · · < σ(K), and σ(k1) < σ(k2) < · · · < σ(kn),
moreover with a slight abuse of notation for x1⊗· · ·⊗xK ∈ V
R1∗···∗Rn and σ ∈ OS(‖R1‖, . . . , ‖Rn‖)
we define
σ(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xK) = xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(K).
Theorem 2.3 leads to the following definition.
Definition 2.4 (Integration of LipΓ,Π one-forms). Let V and W be Banach spaces, such that V =
V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V k for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) denote a k-tuple as in
Definition 1.1 with pmax = max1≤i≤k pi and let ω be a control. Let Z : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) be a
geometric Π-rough path controlled by ω. Let Γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) be a real k-tuple such that γi > 1−1/pi
for i = 1, . . . , k. Finally let α : V → L(V,W ) be a LipΓ,Π function.
Let Y : ∆T → T
((pmax),1)(W ) be the almost pmax-rough path defined by Theorem 2.3. The unique
(pmax)-rough path associated to Y by Theorem 2.1 is called the integral of α along Z and it is denoted
by ∫ ·
·
α(Z)dZ : ∆T → T
((pmax),1)(W ).
Remark 2.4. In the general case the integral is a pmax-rough path in the sense of [7]. However, for
special forms of the LipΓ,Π one-form α, the integral itself is a Π-rough paths. The reader is referred
to [5] for examples.
In the remaining part of the section, we present a proof of Theorem 2.3.
Equation (6) describes an integral approximating formula projected on W⊗n. The intuition
behind this formula comes from integrals with respect to paths of finite length. In particular, let
Z : [0, T ] → V be a path of finite variation. For a multi-index R = (r1, . . . , rl), let Z
R
s,t ∈ V
⊗R be
defined as
ZRs,t =
∫
s<u1<···<ul<t
dπr1(Zu1)⊗ · · · ⊗ dπrl(Zul). (7)
Furthermore, let the function Y 1 : ∆T →W be defined for all (s, t) ∈ ∆T by
Y 1s,t :=
∑
sm<γmax
αsm (Zs)
∑
R∈Ak
degΠ(R−)=sm
ZRs,t =
∫ t
s
α(Zu)dZu −
∫ t
s
R0(Zs, Zu)dZu. (8)
Then
Y ns,t :=
∫
s<u1<···<un<t
dY 1s,u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dY
1
s,un
=
∫
s<u1<···<un<t
∑
sm1<γmax
αsm1 (Zs)
∑
R∈Ak
degΠ(R−)=sm1
dZRs,u1⊗
· · · ⊗
∑
smn<γmax
αsmn (Zs)
∑
R∈Ak
degΠ(R−)=smn
dZRs,un
=
∑
sm1 ,··· ,smn<γmax
αsm1 (Zs)⊗ · · · ⊗ α
smn (Zs)
∫
s<u1<···<un<t
dZRs,u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dZ
R
s,un
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=
∑
sm1 ,··· ,smn<γmax
αsm1 (Zs)⊗ · · · ⊗ α
smn (Zs)
∑
R1,...,Rn∈A
k
degΠ(Ri−)=si, i=1,...,n
σ∈OS(‖R1‖,...,‖Rn‖)
σ−1ZR1∗···∗Rns,t (9)
for n = 2, . . . , ⌊pmax⌋.
Equation (9) is an adaptation of the results of Section 4.2. of [9].
Lemma 2.1. If Z : [0, T ]→ V is path of finite variation and piece-wise differentiable, then for any
s < u < t in [0, T ],
∑
sm<γmax
αsm (Zs)
 ∑
degΠ(R)=sm
ZRs,t
(Z˙t) =
∑
sm<γmax
(
αsm (Zu)−Rsm (Zs, Zu)
) ∑
degΠ(R)=sm
ZRu,t
(Z˙t)
(10)
The proof of the lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.5.2 in [8].
Lemma 2.2. Let Z : [0, T ]→ V be a path of finite variation. Let the map
Y = (1, Y 1, . . . , Y ⌊pmax⌋) : ∆T → R⊕W ⊕W
⊗2 ⊗ · · · ⊗W⊗⌊pmax⌋
be defined by equations (8) and (9).
Then for all s < u < t in [0, T ],
Ys,u ⊗ Yu,t − Ys,t = Ys,u ⊗Ns,u,t (11)
where
N is,u,t = πW⊗iNs,u,t :=∑
sm1 ,...,smi<γmax
ε1,...,εi∈{0,1}
ε1···εi=0
βε1sm1 (Zs, Zu) · · ·β
εi
smi
(Zs, Zu)
∑
R1,...,Ri∈A
k
degΠ(Rj−)=sj , j=1,...,i
σ∈OS(‖R1‖,...,‖Ri‖)
σ−1ZR1∗···∗Ris,t
(12)
with
βεsm (Zs, Zu) =
{
Rsm (Zs, Zu) if ε = 0,
−αsm (Zs) if ε = 1.
The proof is based on Lemma 2.1 and the equation (9), and is analogous to the proof of Lemma
5.5.3 in [8].
Remark 2.5. The equation (9) and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are stated for a smooth rough path Z.
However for each of the equalities (10), (9) and (11), both the right-hand side and the left-hand side
are continuous in the Π-variation metric. This fact extends the lemmas for geometric Π-rough paths
and this is the key to the next proof.
We now prove Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3: First we prove that Ŷ : ∆T → T
((pmax),1)(W ), defined by
Ŷ ns,t =
9
∑
sm1 ,··· ,smn<γmax
αsm1 (πV (Z0,s))⊗ · · · ⊗ α
smn (πV (Z0,s))
∑
R1,...,Rn∈A
k
degΠ(Ri−)=si, i=1,...,n
σ∈OS(‖R1‖,...,‖Rn‖)
σ−1πR1∗···∗Rn (Zs,t)
is an almost pmax-rough path. Each term in the above sum is of the form
αsm1 (πV (Z0,s))⊗ · · · ⊗ α
smn (πV (Z0,s))σ
−1πR1∗···∗Rn (Zs,t) (13)
where degΠ(Ri−) = smi . Since such a term is bounded by C0‖α‖
n
LipΓ,Π
ω(s, t)n/pmax where C0 only
depends on Γ, Π and ω(0, T ), this implies that condition i) of Definition 2.3 is satisfied.
We prove condition ii) by giving a bound on the norm of
(Ŷs,u ⊗ Ŷu,t)
n − Ŷ ns,t =
n∑
i=0
Ŷ is,u ⊗N
n−i
s,u,t.
The representation of Nn−is,u,t in the equation (12) implies that there is at least one factor of the
form Rsm (πV (Z0,s) , πV (Z0,u)). Considering the representation (4) of R
sm and the error bound (3)
on Rsmi , the following bound is implied:
‖Rsm (πV (Z0,s) , πV (Z0,u))‖ ≤M
∑
i,sm<γi
k∑
j=1
∥∥πVj (Zs,u)∥∥(γi−sm)pj ≤M ∑
i,sm<γi
k∑
j=1
ω(s, t)γi−sm .
Moreover considering that Rsmi (x, y)(u) only acts on elements of V
i, there exists a constant C1
depending only on ‖α‖LipΓ,Π , Γ, Π and ω(0, T ) such that
‖(Ŷs,u ⊗ Ŷu,t)
n − Ŷ ns,t‖ ≤ C1
k∑
i=1
ω(s, t)γi+(1/pi).
By the choice of Γ, θ := min1≤i≤k(γi + (1/pi)) ≥ 1, which implies that there exists a constant C
depending only on ‖α‖LipΓ,Π , Γ, Π and ω(0, T ) such that
‖(Ŷs,u ⊗ Ŷu,t)
n − Ŷ ns,t‖ ≤ Cω(s, t)
θ
and hence Y is a θ-almost pmax-rough path.
Arguments analogous to Proposition 4.10 in [9] prove that Y is also a θ-almost pmax-rough path
and furthermore that the pmax-rough associated to Y by Theorem 2.1 coincides with the pmax-rough
path associated to Ŷ.
Theorem 2.4. Under the conditions of Definition 2.4, there exists a constant K depending only on
Γ, Π and ω(0, T ), such that∥∥∥∥πW⊗i (∫ t
s
α(Z)dZ
)∥∥∥∥ ≤ K‖α‖iLip(Π,Γ)ω(s, t) ipmax .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.12. of [9]
3 Differential equations driven by Π-rough paths
When stating and proving the slightly generalised version of Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem, we
will refer to (linear) images of Π-rough paths in the following sense.
Definition 3.1 (Image by a function). Let Z : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) be a geometric Π-rough path as in
section 1. Let f : V → W be a LipΓ,Π function for some k-tuple Γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) satisfying γi >
1 − 1/pi for i = 1, . . . , k. Then the integral
∫
df(Z)dZ is by definition a rough path in Ω(pmax)(W ).
We will denote this rough path by fˆ(Z).
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We make use of linear images of rough paths and in particular projections of rough paths. E.g.
if X is a rough path in ΩΠ(V ) then the image of X under the projection πV i will be denoted by
πˆV i(X).
Now we can formally introduce differential equations driven by geometric Π-rough paths.
Definition 3.2 (Differential equations driven by Π-rough paths). Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, V and W
Banach spaces, such that V = V 1⊕· · ·⊕V k for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk)
denote a k-tuple and Π∗ = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax) denote a (k + 1)-tuple both as in Definition 1.1. Let
f : V ⊕W → L(V,W ) be a function. Finally let X ∈ GΩΠ(V ) be a geometric Π-rough path and ξ
an element in W .
We will say that Z ∈ GΩΠ∗(V ⊕W ) is a solution of the differential equation
dYt = f(Xt, Yt)dXt, Y0 = ξ (14)
if πˆV (Z) = X and
Z =
∫
h0(Z)dZ (15)
where h0 : V ⊕W → End(V ⊕W ) is defined by
h0(x, y) =
(
IdV 0
f(x, y + ξ) 0
)
provided the integral (15) is well defined.
In the remainder of the section we give a sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness
of solution to the equation (14). We will assume the existence of the function gξ : V ×W ×W →
L(W,L(V,W )) such that
f(x, y1 + ξ)− f(x, y2 + ξ) = gξ(x, y1, y2)(y1 − y2), for all x ∈ V, y1, y2 ∈W.
We introduce the one-forms h1 : V ⊕W ⊕W → End(V ⊕W ⊕W ) and h2 : V ⊕W ⊕W ⊕W →
End(V ⊕W ⊕W ⊕W ) as follows:
h1(x, y1, y2) =
 IdV 0 00 0 IdW
f(x, y2 + ξ) 0 0

h2(x, y1, y2, d) =

IdV 0 0 0
0 0 IdW 0
f(x, y2 + ξ) 0 0 0
ρgξ(x, y1, y2)(d) 0 0 0

where ρ is an arbitrary real number greater than 1 fixed for the remainder of the section.
Theorem 3.1 (Universal Limit Theorem, inhomogeneous case). Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, V and W
Banach spaces, such that V = V 1⊕· · ·⊕V k for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk)
denote a k-tuple and X ∈ GΩΠ(V ) be a geometric Π-rough path and ξ an element in W .
Suppose that there exist real numbers γ1,. . . , γk+3 such that γi > 1 − 1/pi for i = 1, . . . k and
γk+j > 1−1/pmax for j = 1, 2, 3, furthermore the functions h0, h1 and h2 are Lip
Γ0,Π0 , LipΓ1,Π1 and
LipΓ2,Π2 one-forms respectively for Γ0 = (γ1, . . . , γk+1), Π0 = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax), Γ1 = (γ1, . . . , γk+2),
Π1 = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax, pmax), and Γ2 = (γ1, . . . , γk+3), Π2 = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax, pmax, pmax).
Then the equation
dYt = f(Xt, Yt)dXt, Y0 = ξ (16)
has a unique solution.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the proof of Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem in [9]. We
start with adapting some lemmas used in the original proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let the Banach space V be of the form V = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V k for some Banach spaces
V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) denote a k-tuple, ε > 0, and let ω be a control function.
Consider Z = (X,Y) ∈ GΩΠ∗Π(V ⊕V ) and let W ∈ GΩΠ∗Π(V ⊕V ) be the image of Z under the
linear map (x, y)→ (x, y−xε ). Assume that the Π ∗Π-variation of W is controlled by ω. Then there
exists a constant C depending only on Π, ω(0, T ) and β, such that
‖πR (Xs,t − Ys,t)‖ ≤ C(ε+ ε
‖R‖)ω(s, t)‖R‖/pmax , ∀(s, t) ∈ ∆T , ∀R ∈ A
Π
1 .
Proof. The claim is equivalent to Lemma 5.6 of [9] adapted to the inhomogeneous smoothness case
and the proof is analogous to the proof of the referred lemma.
Let R = (r1, . . . , rl) ∈ A
Π
1 and (s, t) ∈ ∆T . First, assuming that Z = (X,Y) ∈ V ⊕ V has
bounded variation using the notation introduced in equation (7) and writing Y = X+ εY−Xε , we get
Y Rs,t = X
R
s,t +
∑
k1,...,kl∈{0,1}
k1+···+kl>0
εk1+···+klW
(r1+k1∗l,...,rl+kl∗l)
s,t .
The assertion is implied by the continuity in the Π ∗Π-variation topology and by the control on
W.
Lemma 3.2 (Scaling Lemma, inhomogeneous version). Let the Banach space V be of the form
V = V 1⊕ · · ·⊕V k for some Banach spaces V 1, . . . , V k. Let Π = (p1, . . . , pk) denote a k-tuple, let ω
be a control function and let M ≥ 1 be a real number. Let E = V 1⊕· · ·⊕V l and F = V l+1⊕· · ·⊕V k
be Banach spaces. Let Π1 = (p1, . . . , pl) and Π2 = (pl+1, . . . , pk) denote the corresponding l and
(k − l)-tuples.
Let Z = (X,Y) : ∆T → T
(Π,1)(V ) be a geometric Π-rough path such that
(i) the Π-variation of Z is controlled by Mω,
(ii) the Π1-variation of X = πˆE(Z) is controlled by ω,
(iii) Y = πˆF (Z).
Then, for all 0 ≤ ε ≤M−sm∗ , the Π-variation of (X, εY) is controlled by ω, where
sm∗ = max
sm≤1
{
sm ∈ S
Π
}
= max
R∈AΠ1
degΠ(R).
Proof. This lemma is analogous to Lemma 5.8 of [9], adapted to the inhomogeneous smoothness
case.
LetW ∈ GΩΠ(V ) denote the image of Z under the linear map (x, y)→ (x, ǫy). For a multi-index
R = (r1, · · · , rm), let |R|F denote the cardinality of the set {r| r ∈ R, r > l}. Then if Z has bounded
variation, by simple rescaling arguments we get
WRs,t = ε
|R|FZRs,t.
By continuity, the last equality holds for general geometric Π-rough path Z. This following inequality
is now implied and completes the proof:
‖πR (Ws,t)‖ ≤ ε
|R|FMdegΠ(R)
ω(s, t)degΠ(R)
βkΓΠ(R)
.
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Given the one-forms hi, i = 1, 2, 3, we define the following sequences of rough paths
Z0(0) = (X, 0), and Z0(n+ 1) =
∫
h0(Z0(n))dh0(Z0(n)),
Z1(0) = (X, 0, Y(1)), and Z1(n+ 1) =
∫
h1(Z1(n))dh1(Z1(n)),
Z2(0) = (X, 0, Y(1), Y(1)), and Z2(n+ 1) =
∫
h2(Z2(n))dh2(Z2(n)),
for n = 0, 1, . . . , where Y(n) = πˆW (Z0(n)).
The definition of the above iterations imply the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For all n ≥ 0,
Z0(n) = (X,Y(n))
Z1(n) = (X,Y(n), Y(n + 1))
Z2(n) = (X,Y(n), Y(n + 1), ρ
n(Y(n+ 1)− Y(n))).
Furthermore, if the Π-variation of X is controlled by ω, then the Πi-variation of Zi(0) is controlled
by Mω for i = 1, 2 respectively on [0, Tρ], where M and Tρ are defined below.
Recall the definitions Γ0 = (γ1, . . . , γk+1), Π0 = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax), Γ2 = (γ1, . . . , γk+3), Π2 =
(p1, . . . , pk, pmax, pmax, pmax), furthermore we define Γ1 = (γ1, . . . , γk+2), Π1 = (p1, . . . , pk, pmax, pmax).
By Theorem 2.4, there exists a constant Mi depending only on Πi, Γi, Γˆi and polynomially on the
LipΓi,Πi -norm of hi, such that if Zi is a rough path in the appropriate space with Πi-variation con-
trolled by some control ω such that ω(0, T ) < 1, then the Πi-variation of
∫
hi(Zi)dZi is controlled
by ω for i = 0, 1, 2 respectively. We define M = max(M0,M1,M2), and without loss of generality
we assume that M ≥ 1. We chose ε =M−sm∗ .
Let ω0 be a control of the Π-variation of X. Let Tρ > 0 be chosen to satisfy ω0(0, Tρ) = ε
pmax .
Note that for R ∈ AΠ1 ,
1 ≥ degΠ(R) =
k∑
i=1
nj(R)
pi
≥
k∑
i=1
nj(R)
pmax
=
‖R‖
pmax
.
This implies that by setting ω = ε−pmaxω0, ε
−1X is controlled by ω and ω(0, Tρ) ≤ 1.
Lemma 3.4. For all n ≥ 0, the Π0, Π1 and Π2-variation of the following rough paths respectively
(ε−1X,Y(n))
(ε−1X,Y(n), Y(n + 1))
and (ε−1X,Y(n), Y(n + 1), ρn(Y(n+ 1)− Y(n)))
are controlled by ω on [0, Tρ].
The proof is based on the Scaling lemma 3.2 and analogous to the proof of Proposition 5.9 in [9].
Now we prove the main theorem. We follow the proof of the Universal Limit Theorem corre-
sponding to the homogeneous case presented in [9].
Proof of Theorem 3.1: By Lemma 3.4, the Π2-variation of Z2(n) for all n ≥ 0 is controlled by ω on
[0, Tρ]. We define the linear map A : V ⊕W ⊕W ⊕W → (V ⊕W )⊕ (V ⊕W ) by
A(x, y1, y2, d) = ((x, y1), (0, d)).
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This linear map has norm 1. Note that
A(Z2(n)) = ((X,Y(n)), ρ
n(0, Y(n+ 1)− Y(n))) = ((X,Y(n)), ρn[(X,Y(n+ 1))− (X,Y(n))])
is controlled by ω on [0, Tρ]. Then Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.4 imply the existence of a constant C
depending only on Π, ω(0, T ) and β, such that for all (s, t) ∈ ∆T
‖πR (((X,Y(n))s,t − (X,Y(n+ 1))s,t)‖ ≤ Cρ
−nω(s, t)‖R‖/pmax , ∀R ∈ AΠˆ1 .
(17)
The inequality implies that (X,Y(n)) converges in the Π0-variational topology on the interval [0, Tρ]
to a rough path (X,Y) ∈ GΩΠ0 , which is also a solution to the RDE (16).
Note that once ρ is chosen, Tρ is bounded from below where the bound only depends on the
Lip-norm of h0, h2, Π, Γ2 and the modulus of continuity of ω on [0, T ]. This implies that one can
paste together local solutions in order to get a solution on the whole interval [0, T ].
In order to prove uniqueness, we assume that Ẑ = (X, Ŷ) is also a solution to the RDE (16). We
compare Y(n) and Ŷ by defining the function h3 : V ⊕W ⊕W ⊕W → End(V ⊕W ⊕W ⊕W ) by
h3(x, y, ŷ, d̂) =

IdV 0 0 0
f(y + ξ) 0 0 0
0 0 IdW 0
ρgξ(y, ŷ)(d̂) 0 0 0

and defining Z3(n) by
Z3(0) = (X, 0, Ŷ, Ŷ), and Z3(n+ 1) =
∫
h3(Z3(n)).
Arguments analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3 (ref. [9]) imply that
Z3(n) = (X,Y(n), Ŷ, ρ
n(Ŷ − Y(n))).
Now analogously to Lemma 3.4, the Π2-variation of Z3(n) is controlled by ω on a small enough
interval. Then by Lemma 3.1, Y = Ŷ on the same interval. The uniqueness of Y is implied by the
uniform continuity of ω.
Define If (X, ξ) = (X,Y). Analogous arguments to the proof of the Universal Limit Theorem
in [9] imply that If is continuous from GΩΠ(V ) × W → GΩΠ0(V ⊕ W ) in the Π-Π0-variation
topology.
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